Hanging Panel
Track System
Hardware
The Hanging Panel Track System lets the panels do the talking. Minimal and contemporary, the linear system has a thin, unobtrusive aluminum profile and carriers are whisper quiet and slide smoothly. Choose from options that include multiple channels, ceiling mounted, wall mounted, or cable suspended, stationary or sliding panels, plus velcro or grommet panel attachment for easy hanging and removal for cleaning. Tracks come in custom length and are delivered assembled and ready to install.
Hanging Panel Track System at Greystar by Elizabeth Stuart Design
Ceiling Mount on Unistrut

Hanging Panel Track System at Gensler Seattle
Ceiling Mount in Drywall Pocket

Hanging Panel Track System at Partners Healthcare by Gensler
Ceiling Mount with ACT Grid Clip
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Mounting Options

- Ceiling Mount
- Wall Mount
- Cable Suspended

Available for One Channel Track with Stationary Panels Only
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Panel Attachment Options

Available for Cable Suspended Track Only

- Ceiling Mounting Plate
- Mounting Plate with Cable Gripper

ACT Grid Clip
Attaches to Standard Acoustic Ceiling Tile (ACT) Ceiling Grid—Available for 5/8 in (1.6 cm) or 3/4 in (1.9 cm) Grids

Panel Attachment Options

Grommet Attachment
Available for One Channel Track Only

- Velcro Attachment
- Grommet Attachment

Velcro Attachment

- None
- Cable Only

- Ceiling Mounting Plate
  Mounting Plate with Cable Gripper

- ACT Grid Clip
  ACT Grid Clip with Cable Gripper Attaches to Standard Acoustic Ceiling Tile (ACT) Ceiling Grid—Available for 5/8 in (1.6 cm) or 3/4 in (1.9 cm) Grids
Sliding Options

Stationary

Sliding Unconnected

Sliding Connected Style A
Stack Left or Right

Sliding Connected Style B

Sliding Connected Style C

● Indicates stopper that secures panel in place—panels without a stopper slide freely
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Channel Option Profiles

One Channel
Section Detail

Two Channel
Section Detail

Three Channel
Section Detail

Four Channel
Section Detail

Five Channel
Section Detail

Additional channels may be created by stacking tracks (i.e. six channel track may be created with two three channel sections)
### Product
- Hanging Panel Track System

### Length
- Custom length provided

### Channel Options
- One Channel
- Two Channel
- Three Channel
- Four Channel
- Five Channel

### Profile Sizes
- One Channel: 1 x 7/8 in (25.4 x 21.9 mm)
- Two Channel: 1 1/4 x 3/4 in (31.5 x 19.0 mm)
- Three Channel: 1 15/16 x 3/4 in (49.5 x 19.0 mm)
- Four Channel: 2 11/16 x 3/4 in (67.5 x 19.0 mm)
- Five Channel: 3 3/8 x 3/4 in (85.5 x 19.0 mm)

*Note: Additional channels may be created by stacking tracks (i.e., six channel track may be created with two three channel sections)*

### Mounting Options
- Ceiling Mount
- Wall Mount
- Cable Suspended (available for one channel with stationary panels only)

### Panel Attachment Options
- Velcro
- Grommets (available for one channel only)

### Ceiling Attachment Options
- None (cable only)
- Ceiling Mounting Plate

### Sliding Options
- Stationary
- Sliding Unconnected
- Sliding Connected – Style A with Left Stack
- Sliding Connected – Style A with Right Stack
- Sliding Connected – Style B
- Sliding Connected – Style

**Sliding Options available for Ceiling + Wall Mount only**

### Operating Options
- Hand Operated (no draw rod)
- 30 in (76.2 cm) Draw Rod
- 60 in (152.4 cm) Draw Rod

### Custom Installation
- Recessed, rod suspended, and curved tracks are available and must be quoted

### Installation
- Track is delivered assembled and installs with hardware provided (wall or ceiling screws not included).
- Lengths beyond 19'-8" (6 m) will be delivered in multiple sections. Additional track length may be required for one channel tracks. Refer to Hanging Panel Track System Installation Instructions for complete guidance.
- Cable Suspended track installs with suspension hardware provided with 3'-0" (91.4 cm) length of cable for each connection point. Ceiling attachment options must be specified at time of order placement (ceiling screws not included).

### Unistrut Installation
- Hanging Panel Track System may be installed to Unistrut Metal Framing System—Contact FilzFelt Customer Service for more information

### Standard Color
- White